
...the perfect choice for your Counter  
Display stand needs

The Warbler Counter can be used in any modular scheme, this lightweight straight or curved 
 counter is easily transported, ideal for all exhibition applications.

TheWarbler

 Hard wearing model

 Portable and quick to assemble

 No tools required

 Sizes available:  

 1095 (h) x 1025 (w) x 546 (d) – 30° option  
 1095 (h) x 1531 (w) x 607 (d) – 45° option

 Load bearing 50kg

 Carry bag available for storage and transportation

 50mm aluminium linear posts with solid mdf  
tops and bases

 Top and base available in a choice of Birch, Black, 
Silver and White finishes

 30 degree and 45 degree units include a  
Perspex top shelf

 Optional Internal Shelf

 Special package discount for multiple quantities 

 Full design and artwork enhancement  
service available

Features & Benefits

Hardware Specifications Weight

Parkes
display&expo

Exhibiting MadeSmarter

Assembled Dimensions

1095 (h) x 1025 (w) x 546 (d) – 30° option 

1095 (h) x 1531 (w) x 607 (d) – 45° option

Load bearing weight - 50kg (approx)

15kg

18kg

We’re here to help
Need help with the design of your display system?   
Call our dedicated sales team on 01767 603930 for advice



Kit Includes: 1 x table top, 1 x base, 4x linear 50mm round post, 4x adjustable feet, 6x wing extrusion

Screw the stand-off’s down onto
the stand-off locators until fully
secure. Repeat this for the
remaining stand-off’s

Place the pre-drilled holes of the top
shelf over the stand-off until in
required position

Screw down the top of the stand-
off over the top shelf until fully
secure, repeat these steps for the
rest of the stand-off’s

Top shelf assembly (pro unit only)

Start by placing the top of the
counter face down with the twist
and lock locators facing up. Place
the posts into the twist and lock
locators and twist anti-clockwise to
lock and clockwise to unlock

Place the base of the counter over
the linear post and place the
adjustable feet through the washer
and into the base of the counter.
Screw into the post until in
required position. Hand tighten the
nut to secure into place.

To attach the graphic simply click
the PVC wing extrusion into the
channel in the 50mm round post.
Repeat this step for the remaining
graphics

To attach the internal shelf insert
the twist and lock pole into the
locator on the shelf

Lift the internal shelf to the shelf
locators on the base side of the
table top. Twist each pole into place
until fully secure

Optional Internal shelf assembly
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Assembly Instructions


